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âœŽ Bonus Free Workbook Included with Step-by-Step Guided Exercises âœŽImagine what it

would be like to be able to influence people.Not just to have them tolerate your ideas, but be really

moved by them. What would it be like if you could easily get people on your side? What if you could

turn every conflict in your favor, and easily get people to agree with you? Just think what this would

mean for your career, your work, your relationships... How much more successful would you be if

you had the power of persuasion?Persuasion is not an art, it is a science.Anyone can learn how to

create massive influence if they understand how to apply the right psychological principles.The key

comes from learning how to bypass peopleâ€™s mental firewall of resistance, and implant ideas in

their subconscious mind for the greatest possible impact.As with anything, knowledge is power. If

you aren't using these tools to your advantage, then people are probably using them on you without

you even knowing it!Stop being manipulated, and become a Master of Persuasion.In this book you

will learn: âœ” How to bypass your targetâ€™s critical factor and implant ideas in their mind covertly

âœ” How you can change even the most stubborn personâ€™s mind with subliminal thought control

âœ” The most effective psychological tactics for successful negotiation âœ” Advanced persuasion

techniques to influence groups of peopleThis book is highly actionable, with step-by-step exercises

and a Free Workbook included, to guide you on your journey of persuasive mastery.After reading

this book you will be able to: âœ” Apply the incremental persuasion method to lead your target to

the desired outcome with no resistance âœ” Use the double bind strategy to control the outcome of

your interactions - no matter what âœ” Stimulate peopleâ€™s curiosity with a two-part technique that

will get them hooked on what you are saying âœ” Use the four factors of impulse to get people to

respond to you immediately âœ” And much, much more!So what are you waiting for??? Pick up a

copy of NLP Persuasive Language Hacks: Instant Social Influence with Subliminal Thought Control

and Neuro Linguistic Programming today and learn this extraordinarily powerful NLP secret!! Click

the ADD TO CART button at the top of this page!
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This book just left me in awe! I particularly indulged myself in the chapter of mind controlling, it has

steps on how you can effectively control your own mind and how important it is. It is a must read for

everyone who wants to tune themselves up, and have greater influence on those around them.

There are so much to know from this bookÃ¢Â€Â¦ You would surely enjoy reading this one because

it will bring you knew information that'll really blow your mind.

It took me about an hour or so to read the book. I couldn't put it down. The writer does a great job of

hooking you in right from the start and it was a very fun and interesting read. It was interesting to

read about the double bind strategy and how to use it to control the outcomes of your interactions

with people. I will be using the tips in this book to improve my social engagements with others.

Great book

I was convince that if you want to be more persuasive and learn to develop your communication, I

should bought a book which involve NLP. I bought this up since it was one of the few who came out

with my search. While reading this book, I have learn some new information that are not commonly

known by the society. Some are already been discuss on psychology class and some are pretty

unknown in my part. After reading all its content, I learned that NPL is not just a skills for the

development of states of individual excellence but it also establishes a system of empowering

beliefs and presuppositions about what human beings are, what communication is and what the

process of change is all about. I like the book.



too short!

I agree from the first quote the book said from the introduction. " I think persuasion would be the

greatest superpower of all time" by Jenny Mollen. True to this if you have a good or even great

persuasion skill it can be a good skill set for you in terms of work and personally. I am happy to have

this book and will share this to my husband for a good cause for him in his line of work.

Wonderful Seller; Will order from again :0)

If there were several sentences written down and given to you, you might forget those.But this book

is cool.It gives you techniques including the brief history on the subject.After going through, you will

understand that the concepts which are given are implementable by the way of adapting in your real

life.Useful to the hilt...
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